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REVEREND BEVERLY A. ASBURY, who was pastor of
Wooster's Westminster Church from 1961 to 1966, converses
with his successor, The Rev. Ray Swartzback, about his experiences as chaplain at Vanderbilt University (see cartoon
on page 2). Asbury spoke in Chapel last Tuesday morning.

Asbury Discusses College

Interview
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(co-sponsor- ed
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Congressman Morse has acquired an independent voting record
in the House. He opposed the Conservative Coalition on about
of the roll calls, fourth high
for all GOP members. He was one
of only four Republicans to vote
against the riot bill passed by the
House last summer, and in fact
only voted with the Republican
majority in the House on 37 percent of the votes, opposing it 51
percent of the time.
two-third- s

Morse is a leader of the "Wed-

nesday Club," an informal group
of moderate and liberal Republicans formed to create responsible
alternatives to Democratic policy.
The forum was set up after the
1964 election by
John V. Lindsay. After Lindsay left Congress to become mayor
of New York City, Morse and others kept the group in operation.
One of our other speakers, Robert
Taft, Jr., also participates in Wednesday Club discussions.
then-Congressm-

an

Students are reminded that
is the last day to sign up
to the Convention.
be
delegate
a
to
Registration is at the center table
of the Library.
to-morro-

MADELINE

MURRAY

TO SPEAK

Madeline Murray O'Hair,
known as a vociferous atheist
from Austin, Texas, who
brought the suit to the Supreme Court which resulted
in the ruling banning' prayer
in the public schools and who
is now active in attempting to
change the church's tax free
status, will be here this Monday, March 1 1 . She, J. Arthur
Baird, and Ray Swartzback,
with Floyd Lawrence moderating, will investigate "The
Role of the Church in Society,"
Monday evening.

w

Looking back at his career at Wooster and on the changes
that have taken place, Rev. Bev Asbury stated his feelings
that college be positive. "There can be a better quality of
teacning, a more intimate relationship between iaculty and
..

11
!
siuaenis at a snian umstian col-It
lege than at a large University." King's present advocation of nonHe qualified his first statement, violence toward property.
An interesting side note on the
though, by adding that Wooster
Black
Power riots is that there is
be
school
for
should not
a prep
graduate work. What Wooster has no conspiracy involved in the aca conclusion reached
the potential for and what it should tions
the
through
use of a computor,
utilize is the daring and imaginatabulating the separate occurences.
tion to be different.
When asked what in particular It has been said that the only reawould make Wooster different, As- son that Stokely Carmichael is so
successful, and so notorious, is
bury pointed out the step taken
he scares people.
that
College: that of hiring
Rev. Asbury felt that the only
superior professors tapped from
prominent Eastern schools and way to solve the problem is to
thus providing a more challenging create task forces, composed of
experience for the students. (Al- the Negro community, to work on
though Parsons eventually lost its slum clearances and a
accreditation, the reason was fin- of the educational system. In reply
to the question of whether or not
ancial, not academic.)
A second idea would be to pro- the Black Community would be
vide a six year program for those willing to submit to such a plan,
students who do not qualify for he believed that if the government
colleges such as Wooster. Third. was serious in the. proposal, it
Asbury felt that a relevant type of would.
course to introduce into the curIn conclusion, Asbury stated that
riculum would be one dealing with the college is no longer considered
value questions for instance, a a preparation for living. As such,
science course to evaluate the role it should allow the students more
and responsibility of the scientist of a say in shaping the rules they
in today's world.
are to follow while at the instituWooster is a competent college, tion. As to the term Student Power,
he said, but what he would ask he felt that it was misnamed and
of Wooster is, "Is it significant?" referred all those interested to the
In order to answer this question, pamphlet issued by the AAU, and
itasked that they consider the imthe college needs to
self, and in order to do this well, plications of their statement.
it has to pinpoint the real issues.
On the subject of the faculty, COMMENTARY
Rev. Asbury thought that there was
too much division to enable it to
work effectively. One of his main
qualifications for a new president
would be someone who would be
by Richard C. Koopman
able to unite the faculty so that
Department of Political Science
new innovations could be instituRecently distributed widely
ted. Unity, though, does not mean
on this campus, "Rebels With- complete compatibility. On the
Cooper issue, he said that he did
7; iCF""1
VP
not know enough about the issue oi an address Dy. ueorge f.
to make a statement beyond the Kennan, has been characterized as
fact that Cooper may be the symbol a definitive answer to student radiof the issue, but he is not what calism. Mr. Kennan has been reais really at stake.
sonable, moderate and urbane in
The conversation then moved his approach to these "problem
to Black Power. "There is only children" and his patriarchial wisa small minority of Negroes who dom will surely find a sympathetic
want the riots. What is astound- response in all responsible men.
ing is the acquiescence of the bulk And this is the essential problem
of the Negro students. The feeling for Mr. Kennan is speaking for the
lim.'
of frustration is so great that there ,vU fiction rf Ti! nwn
.
seems to be no way to avoid the rather than to the substantial ques- riots." Asbury further stated that lions about human life which are
if we stay in Vietnam, pouring engendering the overt-anhighly
visible activities of
millions of dollars into the war, Msioie
or the
me vmin
young ridi
raai- cals.
be
broad
(The
spent at
categorization ac- money that should
J:
home, the cities will erupt in riots. wiuiiisl6 w Kcjiciouuua uui i ims- He indicated that such action (or leading: we know a number of
lack of action) might halt Dr. young men ot
years and an
1
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Two of the bill's mai'or provi
sions are that draftees should be
chosen by random selection and
that the youngest .eligible men
should be taken first.
It also provides for the establishment of several hundred area
offices to take over the functions
presently carried out by local draft
boards. The Senator proposed that
local draft boards become appeal
boards for men inducted by one
of the area offices. The area-officplan was originally proposed by
the draft commission set up by
President Johnson last spring.
Kennedy's bill has little hope of
passage. Sen. Richard Russell
chairman of the Armed Services Committee, said Thursday
that his committee looked at the
draft thoroughly last year and has
no plans to go into it. again. That
probably means that Russell's committee won't even consider Kennedy's bill unless pressure is
brought by other senators.
In his speech introducing the
bill in the Senate, Kennedy criticized several of the draft law
amendments passed by Congress
last June. He suggested that Congress enacted some of the amendments simply to reduce the rights
of draftees.
As one example he cited the
1967 amendment that says the
courts can't review a decision
made by a Selective Service Board
unless the registrant involved is
charged with a criminal violation.
The amendment means, in effect,
that a draftee can't challenge a
draft board's decision in the courts
until he has been charged with
violating the draft law.
The Senator said this amendment is an "unprecedented attempt
to work mischief with constitutional rights, and it should be
stricken from the law."
Among the provisions in Kennedy's bill are the following:
Students should be given
"postponements" during up to four
years in college, but that these
postponements should no longer
e

(D.-Ga.-

),

(D.-Mas-

s)

be granted if draftees are becoming heavily involved in combat
action.

Occupational

deferments

should be granted by the President
on a uniform national basis rather
than being left to local boards.

Studies should be made into
the feasibility of a volunteer army,
and into the possibility of allowing
draft-agmen to fulfill their service requirement outside of the
military.
Using the draft to punish protestors should be prohibited.
The term of the Selective Service Director should be limited to
six years (Kennedy would except
Gen. Hershey from this provision
Hershey has been the director
since 1940).
Courts should be allowed to
review draft board decisions.
Although Kennedy's bill has virtually no chance of passage, it
could conceivably generate debate
on the draft on the Senate, and
thereby lead to some kind of congressional action on the draft. Kennedy himself lacks sufficient influence in the Senate to get the
e

bill passed, however.
The
of his bill are
WalSen.s Clifford Case
Gaylord
ter Mondaie
Nelson
Joseph Tydings
co-sponso-

rs

(R.-NJ.- ),

(D.-Minn.-

(D.-Wis.-

),

),

Robert Kennedy
and Ralph Yarborough
Tex.). All are liberals whose
port for this kind of bill was
(D.-Md.- ),

(D.-N.Y.-

),

(D.suppre-

dictable.
TELECTURE

SERIES

Wed., March 13, 7:30 p.m.
Richard Shaull: "A New Politics
for a New Age: Latin America."
March 19, 7:30 p.m.
Prof. Peter Demetx, chairman German
Dept., Yale University, "Literature
in Ulbrecht's Germany."
Wed., March 20, 7:30 p.m.
H. Richard Shaull: "A New Politics
for a New Age: U.S.A."
Thurs., March 21, 7:00 p.m.
Morris Klein: "Mathematics as the
most effective tool for understanding
the physical world."
Sun., March 24, 7:00 p.m.
Professor J. Godsey, "Bonhoeffer."
H.

Hennan Becomes Public Myth Spokesman
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WASHINGTON (CPS)
Sen. Edward Kennedy
has introduced an
bill in the Senate that provides for drastic changes in the Selective Service System,
most of them aimed at reducing the powers of local draft

The contrast of Morse's liberalism and John Ashbrook's conservatism should make Convention Day,
April 27, when they both speak,
extremely interesting. In the process, Wooster students are likely
In
to become aware of some of the
forces which produced the 1964 Editor's Note: During his brief visit here earlier this week, Asbury
battle won by chatted with a VOICE reporter on Wooster and the world. Below is
Goldwater and which may yield a the report.
similar struggle in 1968.
by Carolyn Slack
Morse recently
The
made the news when he completed
by seven
a report
other Republicans) advocating a
of the bombphased
ing of North Vietnam as a start
towards peace. The proposal was
widely criticized as suggesting that
it was the U.S., not Hanoi, that
was preventing peace (and thus
unacceptable to LBJ). However,
Morse points out that each move
must be "answered" by a corresponding move from the other
side. He believes that peace is a
more important goal than that of
forcing the other side to make the
first step.

Number 16

Kennedy Bill To Change Draft
Has Small Hope Of Passage

1111

Congressman Bratl Morse of
Massachusetts, one of the most liberal Republicans in the House of
Representatives, is the Keynote
Speaker for the April 27 Mock
Convention. Morse has been in
.Congress since 1961, and is widely
regarded as a leader of the more
progressive wing of the party.
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Wooster, Ohio, Friday, March 8, 1968

Keynoter Morse
Joins Ashbrook
In Mocc PowWow
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doubts that the high title of "stu
dent"' ought to be accorded to the
college activists because "it is hard
to imagine that the activities to
which this aroused portion of our
student population gives itself are
ones readily compatible with quiet
and successful study. Kennan in- )'
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arc involved in me repuaia
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duct and research is something
one pretends to do while on leave
rather than an integral part of
(..ii
iUm i. activity.
nnhtrtti 'Fortunate is the
teaching
college which has any faculty who
have remained students that is,
who have continued to grow in
their discipline. And rare indeed
is the college which is not dominated by a heirarchy of administrators composed of those academic
ians with the very least capacity
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VOICE

Gaps And Chasms

Friday, March 8, 1968

Lottors To Tho Editor

Variety Hell!!!
Such expressions as "problem of communications" have achieved, To the Editor:

despite our pood efforts, a knotty kind of triteness. The real difficulties which this choice of words suggests remain hidden. And
every time the reader is told of a gap or chasm or abyss which separates himself from the newsmakers, the moguls, the bureaucrats,
decision-makers- ,
the rascals, and the
he wearily must
and
legitimately complain about the meaning behind these
pause
words. Ineluctably, communications problems recoil upon attempts
to read about and understand them.
run-of-the-m-

ill

Either we can believe that we are misled by the editors of our
media (who try to portray themselves as mere transmission belts),
thereby refusing to believe the content of what is reported, or we
can pay attention to the substance of what is given as newsworthy
bill of fare and see if it jives with our own conceptualizations. If
disturbing facts are reported, should we accept them as such or resent the organ which delivered them to us? We would submit that
even if the medium is the message, the message is not necessarily
the medium.
In Wooster the causes of communications problems are not only
e
honest differences of opinion or even authentic differences in
presuppositions. Some of the causes can be shadiness, sophistry,
bigotry, and a host of other authentically deliberate modes of suppression. If we deny that, we are only kidding ourselves. It simply
will not do to say that Wooster is "people" when there is an era of
good feeling, whilst Wooster is an abstraction when someone begins
to raise a stink. Indeed, let's bet on persons and take the bitter with
the butter.
life-styl-

This means that persons in high places and low can at times
be expected to contribute consciously Jo our gaps and chasms. They
will write unsigned and nasty letters. They will distribute privately-financearticles with regularly-distributepublications in order to
obfuscate their own involvement. They will directly assert their
authority over the content of theatrical productions and at the same
time refuse to assume direct accountability for them (over and
against those of the productions' directors). They will frequently
avoid direct communication with principle parties in controversial
situations, and with any number of rationalizations at hand they
will opt in favor of indirect means.
In this last connection it is useful to cite the recent trouble over
the salability of Che in the college bookstore: After Allen Easley,
the publication's associate editor, complained to Acting Dean Cropp
of Cropp's unwillingness to communicate with the student editors
directly (but with them only through their faculty advisor, Mr. Bean),
Cropp wrote back, saying:
d

d

As Acting Dean of the College most of my work is done with members
of the Faculty. I believe I was working "through proper channels" to call the
Faculty Advisor of the group which is publishing Che to relate to him both
personal and official concerns as well as comments about Che which had been
received in this office.

That Mr, Cropp's function as dean entails working with faculty members means that he works with them in the roles of faculty members
(i.e,, teachers, scholars, imparters of classroom wisdom), not in
whatever other incidental roles the peculiarities of the life on this
campus happen to affix to them. Furthermore, it is obvious from this
example that a kind of community pluralism is assumed when power
goes from the institution to the students, but never
A
very rich cake to have and eat at the same time.
These problems are real. They are entrenched. They are human
and humanly individuated. But they can be solved, despite their
depth in the history of an institution or in the subtleties of the tactics
of the institution's officials. With hopes for such a solution in mind,
we must look ahead to the academic year of 1968-6and beyond,
when a new president and the administration which he constructs
around himself will assess these problems with a fresh vision.
vice-vers-

a.

9

The Academic Honor Board met twice at the beginning
of this semester to decide on two suspected infractions of
the Honor Code.
The first case involved a student who had copied another person's paper which had been written in a previous
year. The student pleaded guilty and was suspended from
school for the Second Semester 1967-6-8.
In the second case, a student was accused of academic
dishonesty during a final examination. The accusation was
that the student had looked at course material at the beginning of the examination period. The Board could not find
enough evidence to show that the student had actually used
the course material after the examination had started and
was found not guilty.
is recommended that students acquaint themselves
with each faculty member's policy as to when they feel an
examination has begun. This decision is left up to the professor administering the test. Any contact by the student
with course material after that time will be construed to be
academic dishonesty.
It

Published weekly during the academic year except holidays and examination periods by the students of The College of Wooster. Opinions expreseed in
editorials and features ape those of the community and should not be construed
as representing administration policy.

This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all correspondence to VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Member of United States Student Press Association and Ohio Newspaper
Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
Subscription rate: $5 per year.
GARY HOUSTON,
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I was thoroughly disgusted, but

not surprised, to learn that the
College of Wooster brought in
Peter Nero as the "Big Name Entertainment" for the Winter Carnival instead of Smokey Robinson
and the Miracles. I was even more
dismayed to learn that we could
have gotten Smokey for the same
price as Peter Nero. (This information comes from the
of the CCA which may leave
some question as to its validity.)
I know that Wooster is conservative, but I think it's getting a little
ridiculous. I'm told we're not in
the Middle Ages anymore. Sure
Peter Nero is good, but I don't
think he is what the majority of
students want. I believe inculture
myself, but after 60 chapels and
Phyllis Curtin I've had it. I think
the committee that chose Peter
Nero over Smokey was not keeping
the best interest of the majority
here in mind. I understand that
the head of the committee has tried
to bring in a variety of entertainment Variety hell!!! Bring in
what we want!
Last November there was an
article in VOICE claiming that we
couldn't bring many top groups
because of our budget (didn't we
pay $2.00 per person for Peter
Nero?), and stated the price of
the Supremes, The Temptations,
Dionne Warwick, and The Byrds.
These are the top groups in their
field; sure they re going to cost
a lot, but what about The Impressions, The Associations. Wilson
Pickett, Simon and Garfunkel,
Sam and Dave, Dave Brubeck, the
Jefferson Airplane, or numerous
other quality groups that would
entertainment. I
provide
only plead that we don't have the
Outsiders again.
I firmly believe that if a big
name were brought that the students wanted, then the students
would be willing to make up the
difference at the door. I also believe that we the students should
be able to choose who we want
instead of the committee. We're
paying for it. Why not let us vote
for who we want Wooster is still
a democracy, isn't it? . . .
Carter Smith
vice-preside-

nt

top-notc- h

Unwarranted Opinions
To the Editor:
In his letter to VOICE last week
Mr. Dix proposes that writers who
allow their views to appear in
"such a publication" as Che exhibt
"poor judgment."
I am aware that I may be found
guilty of much the same thing as
I now take advantage of the hospitality of your columns to suggest
that, as a newspaperman, Mr. Dix
is surely speaking from experience
when he implies that misconceptions are often the fault of the
reader, not the writer. It would be
unfortunate, however, if one were
to be judged and condemned not
for what one chooses to say, but
simply for having written.
By the same token, those responsible for the recent campus-wid- e
dissemination of the Kennan article might be considered possessors of "good judgment" in that,
until their identities were revealed
in VOICE last week, they did at
least guard against the possibility
that a reader might impute to them
unwarranted opinions.
Nevertheless, there are times
when the risk that one may be
misconceived must be run, when
it must be assumed that words are
adequate conveyors of meaning
and that one will be held to account for what one actually said
rather than for what one is thought
to have said. In fact, even a method as cautious as that employed by
those responsible for the circuV
tion.of the Kennan article is capable of giving rise to unwarranted

Permission to reprint from The Vanderbilt Hustler

MeainmmijM MafldDgjone?
SPEAKING

IN CHAPEl TUESDAY MORNING, BEV ASBURY GAVE HIS IMPRESSIONS OF THE SOUTH ON HIS RETURN. DURING THE THIRD WEEK
OF FEBRUARY,
ASBURY WAS THE GUEST OF THE WEEK ON THE WSM-T(NASHVILLE) NOON
SHOW, HOSTED BY JUD COLLINS. ASBURY WAS VERBALLY ASSAULTED
FOR
VARIOUS POSITIONS HE HAD RECENTLY TAKEN. AFTERWARDS SAID
COLLINS:
V

"I

AM A FRIEND OF

ARTICULATE

MAN."

HIS AND
SAID

I

ASBURY:

CHERISH HIS FRIENDSHIP.

"COLLINS

BOTH OF US AGREE ON ONE THING:

assumptions.
For instance, when attempting
to determine the source of the
ubiquitous Kennan reprints two
weeks ago, I was referred to a second anonymous message with the
suggestion that both the article
and the letter might have derived
from the same source. This may
or may not be true. I append the
letter below that its style and content may speak for themselves: it
would be highly unfortunate if it
were accredited to the wrong
group of people.
St. Valentine's Day, 1968
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Anent the latest issue of the VOICE,
if The College of Wooster is so hopelessly faulty and decadent and moribund, one is led to wonder why any
faculty member or student should be
loath to leave it. Why not just get out
and shut up? It could do wonders for
one's image, not only among present
acquaintances, but with those who in
future may be making pertinent inquiry
as to whether one is the kind of person
with whom they would like to associate.
Can you hapless wretches not find a
institution which will, however reluctantly, accept you, on its own
terms if not on yours, and thus avail
itself of the rich storehouse of erudition
and administrative know-hoof which
you are so abundantly possessed? Transfers are reputed to cure many ills.
We should like, on behalf of the
alumni then living, to invite the current staff of the VOICE as special
guests at a memorial tea, six college
generations hence, when the dear dead
Alma Mater and the days beyond recall
can be cussed and discussed to everyone's complete fulfillment. We suggest
following the Alumni
Luncheon, at the 1992 Memorial Commencement. The place to be arranged,
perhaps in the newest building on campus, or mayhap in the shade of the
ruins of the old, should our Alma Mater
be so long in decay as to rate such
classical academic properties. Few of
us expect to live to see the bicentennial,
so we claim the privilege of celebrating
at one and a quarter. Let us assure
you that it is with the most profound
impatience we await the expression of
your opinions at that era in this changing world. Sure, bring your grandchildren along; we may all learn something from them, too, as you certainly
will!
The Voice of
Alumni
near-perfe-

ct

w

mid-afternoo-

n,

Off-Camp-

us

Yours faithfully,
Roger Nicholls
P.S. The following extract from
the second edition of Fowler's
Modern English Usage seems to
justify bringing the letter to the
attention of a wider audience:
anent, apart from its use in Scottish
where it is in place, is
cJiiefly met with in letters to the
press; that is, it is a favourite with
unpractised writers who, on their
holiday excursions into print, like to
show that they possess gala attire . . .
Anent is often found in the company
of dubious syntax and sense . . .
law-court- s,

.

IS

THE OTHER

A VERY

HE

IS A VERY

SINCERE MAN.

IS SINCERELY

WRONG."

Dumbbells and Dolts
To the Editor:
In my latest pschedelic acid
dream mind blowing hubba hubba
sugar cube freakout love in banana
ride, the following metaphors
skated from the inner metaphysical
infinite meditative
of my
Wooster-wear- y
mind: we are all
dumbbells; we always have been
dumbbells; and it's more than
likely that we'll remain dumbbells
no matter what innovations evolution has in store for us.
As resident campus virtuoso, I
feel compelled to describe a shameful incident which occurred Monday last, March 4, in front of a
representative of the United States
Navy! On that day, and on both
of the following days, S.A.C. had
me coordinate a small table with
a symbolic bucket of blood and
pieces of information next to the
Navel Recruiter (sic), to provide
a token parallelism to the militancy
of the occasion.
As the lunch period passed on,
a few uneventful confrontations
with militant students occurred.
(I would so like to reproduce here
their flowing rhetoric and pointed
vernacular, but have neither the
space, the guts, nor the licence.)
So . . . just before I was ready
to draw my bucket and leave, the
Delt-macometh, and dumpeth the
pamphlets in the soup. 108 beau-tifu- l
pamphlets flushed by a Delt.
This fellow rationalized his behavior by saying, "I have two
brothers over there." Now I must
here apologize for my immediate
reaction, though it was
but strained, very strained. My
(Continued on Pasr 5)
It-ne-
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non-violen- t,

The Administrative Committee of the Board of Trustees
acted on Dec. 9 to raise the
general student fees to $168.
No statement was made at
that time as to the breakdown
of this figure, but VOICE was
told at that time that the distribution figures would be decided upon and made public
at the February meeting of the

committee. According to Acting President Drushal and Secretary of the College Williams,
the subject of the fees was not
brought up at the February
plenum, but will probably be
studied on March 15. VOICE
will report as decisions are
disclosed.

Friday, March 8, 1968

VOICE
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Kolb Outlines Beloii Plan

Chapel Committee

For Flexible Education

Plans Evaluation,

todays students.
Beloit and Wooster are quite
similar. Both are located in Midwestern towns, removed from any
large urban complex. They are

and have stuboth church-relatedent bodies of comparable size.
d

The Beloit Plan's calendar is
similar to a trimester system. Class
distinctions are broken into three
periods. A student is on campus in
his underclass year for the first
three consecutive trimesters, dur- -

off-camp-

Draftee Protests
As Kweskin Plays
Wednesday, Jim Kweskin and
the Jug Band "entertained" in the
early morning hours at an army
base near Boston University, while
Ray Mungo, former Boston University News editor and now with
the Liberation News Service in
Washington, burned his induction
notices. Their entertainment was
followed by a "blueberry pancake
breakfast where good times were
had by all."
Tomorrow night at 8 in the
gym, that same phenomenon
known as Jim Kweskin and the Jug
Band will work their various homemade toys and gadgets for their
Woostcr audience. They call it jug
band music, and they sing their
heads off as well.
Tickets are on sale in the bookstore and will be available at the
door.

The Committee on Religious Di
mension of the College, originally
appointed in December 1966, has
been enlarged to represent a wide
spectrum of the college "community" including trustees, faculty,
students, and alumni. The members are: Mrs. Werner J. Blan-charchairman, Maj. Gen. Roland
H. del Mar, Mr. John W. Pocock,
The Rev. W. Frederic Miller, Mrs.
J. H. Morris, Rev. Dr. Alexander
Meakin, The Rev. John Visser,
Mrs. G. T. Smith, Dr. John Warn-er- ,
Dr. David Moldstad, Miss Joan
Fasold, and Mr. Steve Scott. The
committee is attempting to make
a long range study of religious
concerns, and thus the freshman
church attendance rule is only one
factor in question as the committee works hard gathering information and opinions in preparation
for making its recommendation to
the Board of Trustees this spring.
The committee has made every effort to acquaint itself with the issues, from the legal and traditional
framework of our "church relations" to the present curriculum
and activities available to the students.
At its first meeting of the en
larged committee in November
the committee set down the pre
supposition that the College of
and this
Wooster is church-relateshould in
"
volve all college activities.
The committee agreed with
the statement: "the biggest
thing the College can do religiously
for a student is to provide him the
opportunity for Christian dialogue
setting.
in a
Another area of discussion includ
e.d was the present religiously
oriented programs offered to the
students by Westminster Church
and the Campus Christian Associa
tion, and a complete listing of
these activities was made available
d,

d

"church-relatedness-

non-authoritari-

an

ing which time he takes electives
and a common course which devotes itself "to consideration in
depth of a selection of the great
ideas and issues which have helped
to change the thinking and behavior of mankind." The middle class
period is composed of five terms,
only two of which are spent on
campus. One is spent in a work or
study experience and the remaining two are for vacations or furfield-worther
The
upperclassmen then return in the
spring of their third year for three
consecutive semesters on campus,
graduating in April of their fourth
year. During the upperclass year,
evaluation of
experience and concentration on prepar
ation for further study or a career
take place. Two common courses,
one in domestic and another in
international
problems borrow
from the knowledge and experience
gathered during participation in
the program.
1 ...
.1
TL.
ine calendar, mougnl more
economical for the institution be
cause its facilities were used year
'round, created conflicts for various departments. The sports and
science departments saw difficulties
of scheduling and location of af
fected students during a particular
season or course offering. The Bel
oit Plan exists along with
and
i
i
i
umer advances
neing made in
liberal arts colleges today, puttin
their flexibility and resources to
the best uses possible in educating
ineir students.
us

k.

off-camp-

us

4-1--

4

at a subsequent meeting. The com
mittee made plans for a large
group meeting including invited
guests, representing the adminis- tration, faculty, and students, to
give a wider perspective on all
the issues.

At this first consultation held
Dec. 10, the area of academic af
fairs and required religion courses
was explored. Discussions centered
around questions concerning the
extent to which the curriculum reflects Wooster's

church-relatednes-

s,

the part curriculum should take in
preparing students for today's complex world, the purposes of the
religion courses, the influence the
religious dimension has on aca
demic areas other than the Reli
gion Department, the possibilities
of instructing the students in corporate worship, and so on.

"

lilt

iiii"

liii

Invites Criticism

Beginning this week, the Chapel
Committe which is one of the few
committees on campus to include
students as full voting members
will begin a serious study dealing
with the future of
at Wooster. Specifically, the work
will attempt an evaluation of the
format and function of the College's assembly series and a recommendation of changes the College
Tom Clark
will pursue in the future development of the series. Such evaluation
and recommendation will be submitted to the Administration for
presentation to the Board of TrusGary Houston, whose "Fairy tees.
In proceeding with its task, the
Tales of the Wild(e)" took first
Chapel Committee will make few
place last year, wrote its sequel,
assumptions if any about Chapel,
"Fairy Tales of the Wilder)," and it will ittempt to initiate
as
this year to tie for second. " . . . free a discussion as possible both
(e) ", which was not produced last within the committee and with the
year, will be seen this year under campus community at large.
The Committee will hold an open
the direction of Tom Clark. Submeeting
next Tuesday at 4:15 in
titled "An Indulgence in One Act,"
the
Lean
Lecture Room of Wishart
" . . . (e)" deals with a polio vic
Hall. At that time members of the
tim who dreams of fighting lions college community are encouraged
barehanded but settles for bobcat to meet with the Committee to air
their views. The Committee would
maiming in Saskatchewan.
also encourage letters from the
According to Logan, criticism campus constituency presenting
will be solicited after the shows ideas for the future of Chapel.
each night with authors, directors, The deadline for such letters is
actors and audience participating Monday, March 18. They may be
in discussion. Logan commented deposited at the main desk in the
that the quality of script has im- Library or sent to any member of
the Committee.
proved considerably.
Members of the Committee in:.;:':V'::;

:0lv'-',-

:

'
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'
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'

y

,

n

'

.

chapel-assembl-

'-'-

William Kolb, the Academic Dean of Beloit College,
visited the campus last Friday to discuss the Beloit Plan. This
plan is a feasible and successful example of a small liberal
arts college's capability of meeting the challenge of educating

my asfiltiti
a

X'

by Alan linger

Q

Gary Houston

WINNING ONE-AC- T
PLAYS EMBODY
ALLEGORY, SATIRE, INDULGENCE
Winners of the original one-ac- t
play contest were announced recently by the Department of
Speech, and plans are now under
way for their production on March
22 and 23.
Debby Kenworthy won first
place with her script entitled
"Dancer, Dancer" described by
Dr. Winford Logan as an allegorical morality play in dance form.
The production will feature
scenery, lights,
masks, and prosaic dialogue to portray the role of man seen as a dancer in life, confronting major social
and philosophical issues. Directors
of the play will be Constance War-ne- r
and Nancy Young.
non-representatio-

nal

"An Eclectic Guide to Coherent
THUMBS DOWN
Hitchhiking," a satirical sketch by
Tom Clark and
of the
ON THUMBS UP
second place award, illustrates the
There have been indications that
various and sundry forms of hu- the Friday night audience of last
manity met while hitchhiking. Tom week's Little Theatre production of
Dawson will direct the production. Dekker's Slwemakers Holiday saw
a slightly different version of the
play than the audiences of Thursday and Saturday evenings.
co-winn-

er

consultations with a wide
variety of people.
In order that
the readers of VOICE might be
aware of the extent of the effort of
this committee to explore the issues involved and solicit varied opinions, we are listing the names
of those who have participated ei
ther in one of the two above
mentioned meetings or have been
personally contacted by some member of the committee.
Trustees and other guests:
two

W. Dean Hopkins
Cary R. Wagner
Paul McKay (Milliken University)

Faculty and Administration

:

J. Garber Drushal
F. W. Cropp

Lawrence Riggs
Howard King, Jr.
Mrs. Raymond Dix
Mrs. John Plummer
J. Arthur Baird
James Bean
Donald Beane
Alburey Castell
C. Paul Christianson
Arnold Lewis
Henry Loess
George Olson
John Reinheimer
W. Hayden Schilling
Miss Maria Sexton
Gordon Shull
Gunnar Urang
Robert Walcott
Mrs. Margaret White
David Wilkin

clude: Paul Christianson, chairman, Sue Faro, Linda Diehm,
Linda Watson, Nancy Lorig, Dean
Fred Cropp, Dean Ralph Young,
Dean Caroline Dix, Mrs. Margaret
White, George Olson, Stuart Ling
and James Bean.

interviewed concerning
the discrepency, several cast mem
bers said that Mr. William C.
Craig (director of the Little Theatre staff) had asked the play's director, John Soliday, to omit certain gestures from the performance
as he considered them, as one cast
member put it,
"

ic

GO GO

When

LONDON
Ancient and Mod

THEATRE TOUR
with

"off-color.-

The gestures included a thumbs-uPROFESSOR CRAIG
jerk of the hand accompanied
by the words "Firk you." ("Firk"
Who Knows His Way Around
is a character in the play.) They
Theatres
also included numerous swattings
and London
of the female characters' posteriors
by male characters.
MARCH 29 - APRIL 12
p

Several cast members said that
the gestures in question did not of-

Including air fare from New

fend them.

York. Hotel with full English

The Saturday night performance
proceeded as originally intended
in Mr. Soliday's staging.

breakfast, and orchestra seat
tickets to 8 top London hits.

The committee engaged in anA GOOD PLACE TO EAT
other such consultation on Feb. 11,
and dealt with the
Tom and Jack's loiMQO
religious concerns of Wooster. The
STEAKS
SEA FOOD
CHOPS
topic of discussion centered around
COCKTAILS
the freshman church attendance
359 W. Liberty St.
rule and the opinion most generWooster, Ohio
ally expressed was that for worship
GOOD LUCK, SCOTSI
to be meaningful, it needs to be
voluntary. It was suggested that to
implement this voluntary particiStudents:
pation in worship, new and creaWilliam Barr
tive forms of worship be provided
Philip Brown
Miss Deborah Burnham
ly the agencies responsible for deMiss Joan Kelly
signing such experiences available
William Layman
to our student body. This would
Jeffrey Mclntyre
Miss Betsy Ridge
include the chapel committee,
Miss Alyson Scott
reWestminster Church, and other
David Scott
ligious organizations of the com
Gary Tyack
munity. It was pointed out that
Miss Julilyn Walker
peer group pressure as well as
Area clergymen:
adult example are powerful instru
Mr. Thomas Cromwell (Wooster Methoments in accomplishing voluntary dist Church)
Mr. Oliver Stang (First Presbyterian
participation in worthwhile activi
non-academ-

y

See PROFESSOR

CRAIG

or Call

FLAIR TRAVEL
264-650-

jCome Browse

5

at

Brown Jewelers

Gorham and Wallace Sterling
Watch Repair - Engraving

ties.

The committee is now gathering
its information together, gained
from personal research and the

Church)
Fr. Thomas Sullivan (St. Mary's Catholic Church)
Mr. Raymond Swartzback (Westminster
Presbyterian Church)

Joan Fasold

115 WEST
Phone

LIBERTY

262-678-
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KENNAN PRESUPPOSITIONS TRIGGER IMPROPER CRITIQUE
(Continued from Page 1)

tor side of life.
We agree, then, with Kennan

that activists are not "students" in
the truest sense of the word. But
we insist that the vast majority of
kids
nice, clean-cut- ,
are perhaps even less deserving of
this appelation. They have not even
achieved that little knowledge
which is a dangerous thing: the
consciousness of a fundamental intellectual problem the dissonance
of myth and reality which may be
a cause of disillusion and rebellion
when the discovery is the product
of immediate experience rather
that detached, objective scientific
inquiry. Both the activist and the
scientist question the simple verities but the reward of the scientist
is in possession of the truth rather
than defiance of the society.
The feature of student militancy
most annoying to Kennan is " . . .
the extraordinary degree of certainty by which it is inspired."
What Kennan has overlooked is
the unconscious and easy certainty
of the "public interpretation of
reality" the official and accepted
public myth which the radical has
rejected. Alfred North Whitehead
has given us an excellent explanation of this nebulous but vital consideration in the life of every society:
all-Americ-

an

expressed, and the details of such expression issue into derivative specialized questions . . . which conceal a
general agreement on first principles
almost too obvious to need expression, and almost too general to be
capable of expression . . . there is
a general form of the forms of
thought; and, like the air we breathe,
such a form is so translucent, and so
pervading, and so seemirtgly necessary, that only by extreme effort can
we become aware of it

Considered strictly on their merits
as abstract doctrines, all interpretations of reality have equal claim
to legitimacy (granted internal
n
consistency). If our public
of reality seems superior
status-quis normally given
(and a
the benefit of the doubt) to that
offered by the student radicals, it
is simply because our institutions
and our lives are predicated upon
it: we have a vested interest in it.
The Weltanschauung upon which
Kennan bases his arguments is
a familiar and popular strain in
our public interpretation of reality
and we can detect unwarranted
assumptions at several critical
points in his address. He tells us
human beings somethat
times have marvelous resources
within themselves" but that " . . .
it is not true that they can be released by hippie means. It is only
through effort, through doing,
through action
never through
that man
This ultimate cosmology is only partly passive experience
inter-pretatio-

o

"...

at

PRITCHARD JEWELERS
We Would Like to
Explain Diamond Quality to You

grows creatively." Kennan is, then,
either unaware of the Oriental
civilizations which have encouraged men to look within themselves
for meaning, or has reserved the
possibility that men can "grow
creatively to those who are driven
by the crude existentialism of the
achievement ethic which dominates bourgeois society. The demand
that life be "useful" is a hour- geois demand which other classes
and civilizations have rejected:
it may be essential to material
progress but then, material pro
gress is a dubious goal in itself
especially when we consider the ar
gument, advanced by conservatives
as often as radicals, that acquisition, as an end in itself, may draw
men away from higher pursuits.
Nowhere is JCpnnnn nn mnrp
treacherous footing than in the
religious presuppositions of his attbp crpn.
tack on humanitarianism
eral sense that human conditions
should be and can be improved
an orientation shared byJ liberals
.
...
and radical activists alike. Kennan
.

mm

m

grounds many of his arguments in
vague references to "a natural order of things" and "the innermost
nature of man's estate" a type of
argument thoroughly discredited
except in Scholastic circles. Further, Kennan's conception of reality is stated as if it were proven
fact:
the decisive seat of evil in this
world is not in social and political
institutions, and not even, as a rule,
in the ill will or iniquities of statesmen, but simply in the weakness and
imperfection of the human soul itself

. . .

suppositions (or that conversely,
the radicals are correct in theirs)
but we do insist that such presup-- .
positions have no place whatever
in reasoned argument in the social and cultural sciences. But then,
Kennan is not a "scientist" or even
a "student." So far from "disciplined and restrained study,
years of the scholars detachment,"
he came to academia after many
years of service in the State Department: a life which in its practice and in retrospect is hardly the
basis for critical thinking about
America and its aims on the international scene. Kennan's vested interest in the America he helped
create and his complicity in the
shape of the world today are such
as to hopelessly compromise him
in any dialogue with the radicals
who are so very disillusioned with
the shape of the world and have
explicitly dedicated themselves to
its improvement. For the radical,
the end justifies the means and if
"things are not that simple," more
extreme methods may be called

With such an understanding of
the human condition, Kennan may
be excused his own inertia and
skepticism. But that he should
expect that men who do not share
his views should desist from their
activism and join him in "looking
. . . to heaven for the satisfaction
of their aspirations" is persuasive
evidence of his own inability or
unwillingness to comprehend the
intellectual basis of the radical
challenge.
We are not suggesting that Kennan is necessarily wrong in his pre- - for.

Mr. Koopman will conclude his

WOODEN

remarks on the Kennan article in
next week's VOICE. In this installment, Kennan's contention that
the critic obligates himself to provide an alternative principle for
political order, will be examined.

HEADED PEOPLE

SHOULD CHECK THEIR

OWN GRAIN BEFORE
SPLINTERING

THEIR

NEIGHBORS.

$1.07

I

Sudden Beauty
Hair Spray

I
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Anonymous

I

V

1

18 oz.

Whether you make your purchase from us or
in some other city, we will be glad to give you
advice so you will know how and where to buy.

77c
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DeBeers, who sell more than 95 percent of all

diamonds in the rough, say their survey indicates 14 carat (25 points) diamonds sell from
$80 to $375 unmounted. We have beautiful
14 carat diamonds in the latest mountings as
low as

Opposite the Fairgrounds

Without Coupon 89c

$139.50
A)

ANY SCOT MAY CHARGE IT

1492 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135

EViifeharel
145

E.
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Liberty St.

Opposite Newberry's
Wooster

The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help
every student achieve his maximum potential in the subject, or sub-

jects, of their choice.
We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that
these outstanding instructional techniques have shown proven results
for decades.

OUR GUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive
studies, is able to give a complete money back guarantee: If after

following instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic
standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

A POCKET FULL OF POSIES

Special introductory offer expires May 1, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95
per course. For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135
Last

Ah spring! Fashion speaks softly

and whispers the most romantic things
about you. Boyish looks were fun . .
but isn't it delightful to play
a girl's game againl
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Spedal group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20
discount for groups of
ten or more. Please indude organization title
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.
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Editor

Panel Views War

(Continued from Page 2)

reply : "But all men are brothers
War, segregation, and on the more
except Dolts (sic) who are sisters, pertinent side, faculty-studen- t
reand occasionally mothers!" My re- lations, community-colleg- e
probmark, I regret, clearly demon- lems, the precise value of athletics,
strates my prejudices against in short the abolition, (the exterstupids. (Not that I am afraid that mination, for those who aren't listhey will pounce upon me and tening) of P.E. No. 1, Apathy. We
strike me down they know that is wait for our pheonixes to die, and
what I want most.)
forget that they don't stay buried.
Why, oh why did I at that mo- So it was a dumbbell thing for
ment betray myself and choose to me to attack so insignificant a
resurrect a dying issue? From my party as the Deltas. A limerick

earliest days of kamikazi journalism I can remember being told,
"Never mash wet birds or poisoned
rats." The first remark applies to
Hussell Badger, the latter to the
Finley-FiftFeud. I have never
been able to comply with the
aphorism. Tbe "poisoned rat" issues on campus, our rodent, creeping, squeeking complaints on such
hell
mousy traditions as run-ouweek, Color Day, are to us most
dreadful pests. And our extermination ends there. We, secure from
our mosquitos, spiders, and wet
birds, ignore the bear in the pantry, the dinosaur in the garden.
These more pressing issues are
those which SAC confronts, despite the rest of the
campus. They are the more ugly
beasts, such as poverty, war, The
h

t,

flea-flickin-

g

.

cna

would have been enough. Suffice it
to say then, that I pick on the
most helpless party in order to glut
my insatiable ego. At least, I think
it suffices. The trouble is, it's rather
complex. But the proof is in the
eating, the finger's in the pie.
At any rate, the incident is over
and would well commit itself to the
flames. But the after-tast- e
lingers
in the fumes. The 5th Section is
not really so unrepresentative of
the student body, as we comfort
and satisfy ourselves by thinking.
They're just less artificial, less, as
I hinted before, complex. A lot of
them are stupid, but they mane
no bones about it. So far as that
goes, I say, more power to them.
Some bells are dumber than others.
To say "hats off" to the stupid 5th,
though, is a relative doffing at best,

VoS

il il is

Prompt, Accurate Prescription Service

a condescending token of patron-isat worst. It goes deeper.

Messrs. Swartzback and Cooper

and even aspiring martyrs, like
myself have scraped the ivy from
the campus walls, Galpin, Kauke,
and the dorms have not shaken
once. It is a tribute to the College as a whole that its apathy has
not altered throughout the stripping and desuperficializing of its
open-soreand antiquated body.
Somewhere some idiot like me will
yell out, "Down with Puberty!"
but it doesn't matter. Nor do the
anguished and oddly prophetic
goodbyes of our pariahs, from all
stages, student, faculty, administration. Why? Because the Magnificent Wooster Mentality demands
that the slogans be hailed before
d

de-escala-

Honda announces for 1968
new Models
new colors
chrome fenders
really sharp

we also have the new
little Honda on display

we

te

will be forced to escalate and may
be led into war with China. He
also stated that the Christian conscience cannot owe its highest allegiance to nationalism or
America assumes that
once our enemy is labeled a communist any means may be used to
anti-communis-

--

m.

easier to ride than a bicycle
Meets all safety requirements
gives up to 21 2 mi. per gal.
sells for only

destroy them without any thought

$139.50

to the consequences. Father Rogers
questioned the value of fighting
communists across the world if by
doing so we destroy democracy at
home.

Wooster Honda
on St. Rt. 5, Next to
the Wooster Airport

the cause, and as a result, the
quixotic adventure in education
is helplessly bogged down.
Mike Finley

Phone
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College Boole Store
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GREETING

CARDS

History of Art

2

STOEM

Sale

Price

Price

9.00

$

12.50

Flower Arranging

2

7.50

Wild Flowers of America 15.00

2

400 Flowers

2

2.98

2

Pictorial Encyclopedia of
the Animal Kingdom
Over

7.50

3.95

3.95

1.00

2
2

Crafts, Hobbies and Complete Ideas

Annotated Alice

2

10.00

3.95

Special Fish Fry
All You Can Eat for .$ .75 Today, March 8

Winslow Homer

25.00

3.95

and Tchaikovsky

7.50

3.95

Symphonies of Haydn,
Schubert and Mozart

7.50

3.95

2

Annotated Mother Goose 0.00

3.95

Symphonies of Brahms

1

200 lllus., 1,000 Separate Rhymes
2

Roman Art in Africa
1

1

American Artist, 36 Full Color Plates
1

Present this ad when paying bill for discount

1

Pictorial History
of Protestantism
By Virgillus Ferm,

10.00
14.95

C--

9.95

100 Art Masterpieces,

4.95
1

in Color

NICK AMSTER'S
9th, it is
our 12th drawing in the College of Wooster Sweep-- ,
stakes. So get down to Nick Amster's tomorrow (Saturday) and deposit your stub in the barrel before 9 p.m.
It's just that easy to win one of these prizes, so don't
miss out on the opportunity of being one of our lucky

winners.

.

.

.

250

Larousse-Renaissan-

TOMORROW,,

14.95

1

6.95

ce

,000 Works of

17.95

9.95

and
20.00

9.95

45

Art, lllus.,

in Full Color,

Plus Maps

Full Page lllus., 34 in Full Color

- Forecast

Colfege Campus Sweepstakes
FORGET

.

25.00

12.50

lllus.

Baroque Art
Early Christian Art

1

3.95

and

Larbusese-Byzantin- e

Medieval Art

400 lllus., More than 100

er

Land Birds of America

5.95
1

the Making

in

10.00

221 Photos in Full Color, in Natural Habitat

Mathematics

2

5.95

452 Rare Photos, covering Period of 100 Years

2

Lavishly lllus., 60 Color

12.50

3 Superb Photos by Hed Wimmer

This Was Railroading

3.95

500 Year History

Man and Time

Parties and Banquets in One of Our
Three Banquet Rooms or Catered at Your Location

7.95

4.95

7.50

Complete Text ond Original lllus.

2

6.50

,000 Remarkable Photos
from All Over the World

Nine Symphonies of Beethoven

2

Full Color Plates

to Amuse

2.98

1

in Score

Pictorial History of
American Indian

2838 Ways

6.95

6.95

Pictorial Record of Her Career,
Taken from 77 Films

12.50

in Full Color

a Child

and Catering Service

Films of Bette Davis

2

Lavishly lllus., 300 Pictures, 32 Full Color

350 lllus., Many

Nadelin's Restaurant

$ 3.95

March 29

668 lllus.

221 Photos in Full Color plus 43 Monochromes

583

EAST LIBERTY
(Opposite Pennsylvania Depot)
Open 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 Midnight
Seven Days a Week

19 -

Original

Land Birds of America

2

DON'T

0

AT YOUR

From Prehistoric Times to the Present,

Weather Vane

264-029-

The Dooktraders Fourth Anniversary

NEEDS

SEWE'S EOT

Father Rogers told the audience
that the mood of America is one
of unresolved moral conflict and
a sense of guilt concerning the war
in Vietnam. He said that we must
evaluate our stance in Southeast
Asia to see if our involvement
there really will stop communism
and what the price of stopping it
will be. Father Rogers was fear-

It's true. Although prophets like ful that unless we

DRUG STORE

VITAMINS

m

Liberal Education consists of
more than simply acknowledging
credit where it's due, although
this is precisely Wooster's function
at present. The fellow who claims
to be liberal because he reads
asinine letters in VOICE is worse
than the stodgiest conservative. It
is, as Mr. Asbury pointed out, a
snobbish and typically Presbyterian attitude, to label tin cans when
you can't see inside them, and the
cans are all but willing to divulge
even in whispers their contents.

FOR ALL YOUR

COSMETICS

Tonight the SGA movies will
include "Hud" (with Paul
Newman) at 7:30 and "The
Spy Who Came In From the
Cold" (with Richard Burton) at
9:30. Place: Scott Auditorium.
Price: 50 cents.

discussion was held
Sunday night on the topic of "The
War and the Mood of America
1968." Father Herbert Rogers,
professor of theology at Fordham
University, was the main speaker.
The panel members also included
Greg Moore, Dick Vodra and Dr.
Peyton.
A panel

RECORDS
2

Organ Music,

$19.95

S-3- 398

1

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
Classic Complete on 4

Complete, 18 Records

MARCH

1

Best Loved Poems,

1

Best of Mark Twain
4

12-inc- h

5.95

M-21- 00

5.95
9.95

Selections Read by Notable Speakers

9.95

7 Records

Chopin Piano Music

1

1

long playing records

The Psalms

6.95

Records

Beethoven's Complete 9 Symphonies

2

1

1

LP

2 Records,

1

6

14.95

Selections

Collector's Library: World's
Musical Masterpieces, 16 records
--

All Sections Are Complete

Many Books and Records Not Listed

14.95
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JV's Finish Winning Season

SWIMMERS FOILED,

Based on the performance of bounds a game a shade better
this year's JV squad, prospects for than the varsity's 46.4 average

FINISH 8TH IN OAC

future basketball at Wooster look which ranked them third in the
Ohio Conference. Top man on the
boards was Tubbs, who brought
Coached by Bob Nye, the young down 202 rebounds for a 10.6
scor- average. Center Tim Baab and forcagers boasted
ing and an ability to collect re- ward Andy Raevouri brought
bounds that even outdid their down 139 (7.3) and 137 (7.6),
talented varsity counterparts.
respectively, to give Tubbs plenty
of support.
The squad, described by varsity coach Al Van Wie as "the best
Defensively the JV's were even
JV team we've had here in seven tougher, allowing their opponents
years," finished a tough
an average of only 59.4 a game,
schedule with an impressive 16-while collecting 72.2 points for
overall record.
themselves.

by Linda Cansler

especially bright.

well-rounde-

d

19-gam-

e

3

Three men hit consistently in
Coach Nye singled out three vicdouble figures. Leading scorer was tories of the season as the most
guard Eriv Walz, who popped in outstanding
Akron University
281 points for a 14.8 game aver- (61-56Otterbein (63-56and
age. In close succession behind Kent State Frosh (80-67Walz were forward Alan Tubbs,
with 248 (13.1) and guard Tony
Wooster's only losses of the year
Liming with 242 (13.4).
were to Mt. Union (55-58Cuyahoga Community College, West
On the backboards, the team
and Capital University
collected an avearge of 48-re (69-80),

),

).

In spite of all the records set
and all the new talent discovered,
his season has held many dis
appointments for the Wooster
swimmers. At the OAC Tourna
ment last weekend the Scots came
painfully close to their goal a
higher ranking one than last year's
squad achieved but again success
eluded them. The Scots finished
eighth (24 points) in the Tourna
ment held at Denison.

W,,V

Fresliman standout Bob Viall
was the only Scot to make-i- t
to
Although
the finals.
his time in
the 200-yar- d
breast stroke qualify
ing round was good enough for
third place (2:25.5), in the finals
his time fell to 2:27.9, for sixth
place.

LA

LD

i

Mike Beitzel hopes that luck will be a lady as he concentrates
on the direction which the ball will take as two Lords look on
in anticipation.

),

medley relay team
The 400-yarof Finefrock, Viall, Bruce and
Dunlop placed seventh with a time
of 4:06.2. The real disappointment
for the Scots was the disqualifica
tion of the freestyle relay team
(nnefrock, Bruce, Harris and
Dunlop) for a missed turn; the
points from this event would have
lifted the Scots to sixth place.
d

(94-103- ),

1

).

The Book Nook
201 E. Liberty St.

Cards

Candy

n

Uemsons total (3171). Hound
ing out the finishing order were
Oberlin (24Sl2 ) , W i 1 1 e n b e r g
(235), Ohio Wesleyan (203),
Muskingum (34), Hiram (28),
Wooster (24), and Baldwin-Wallac- e

COCCI A HOUSE

PIZZA

(24).

Ravioli

764 Pittsburgh Avenue

Grapplers Sixth

262-71- 36

In

Closed Tuesdays

OAC Tourney

1

a.m. Week Days

Open 'til 2 a.m.

I

liiiiiiif

Friday and Saturday

Sundays

With a
total, the Scot
wrestlers finished sixth in the OAC
Tournament held at Hiram last
weekend. Standouts for the team
were Don Black and Steve Lynch,
who scored seconds, and captain
Jeff Nye, who took a third in the
consolation match.

In the

167-poun-

6--

Sundays 11:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
Closed Mondays
at 3:30 p.m.

class, Black

d

1

Conference Northern Division
Tournament.
The Scots ended a surprising
season with a 14-- overall record,
Ohio Conference mark,
and an
good for fifth place in the rankings.
Dinger was at his best from the
outside, hitting the majority of his
13 field goals from his favorite
top and side of key positions. But
loose
Kenyon defense
kept the little guard from driving
for the lay-uand was able to hold
the Scots big men underneath as
well. Beitzel, Thompson and Beech-incombined for a meager
total ; Beitzel accounted for
nearly half with 13.
Kenyon's Rinka was a one-mashow. Recently chosen to
try out for the U.S. Olympic basketball squad and boasting an
nomination as well, the
cocky
guard was tough in close
as well as from 30 feet out.
Falling away, driving in, or
shooting over his defenders, Rinka
8

8-- 4

p

g

8--

mmmmmmmmmm-!i-

f

mmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

an easy

lay-u- p

against

help-

less Lords. Dinger finished
with 34 points, but Scots were
beaten in Friday's OAC game.

n.

42-poi-

nt

All-Americ-

5--

Nye's victory came when he
beat Bill Doty of Muskingum,
in the 177-lb- .
consolation round.
2,

The Tournament was won by
the Big Red of Denison, and was
their first victory in 'the. wrestling
finals. The Wooster score was the
finish in
school's second-highes- t
OAC competition.
EAT OUT

at

CHICKEN!
IN

CARRY-OU- T

The Shack

SERVICE

FOR DRUGS
Catering to: Banquets,
Private Parties, Family Meals
Fish Fry Every Friday Evening
5 to 7 p.m.
All You Can Eat
Ph. 262-78for Reservations

Restaurant

Off Liberty St. (Rear)
145', E. Liberty St.
Helen Jeffrey, Owner

&

Operator

et

Scot captain Mike Beitzel,

and
later Dave Hopkins, got little support from their teammates in stopping the elusive shooter. Once past
his initial defender, Rinka had
little trouble darting in for a
n
half-doze-

spin-sho-

1

MMXsj(3

for our
fresh air friends

Are you pleased with
the color of your hair?
Let us wash your original
color back into your hair.

DICK MORRISON'S
on the Square

t

lay-up- s.

Wooster found

itself playing

ball almost from the opentip-ofdown by 9 (12-3- )
ing
with
the game just four minutes old. By
half-timthe Scots were down 46-3- 0

catch-u-

p

f,

e

and a win stayed out of reach
through the second half.
With but seven minutes re
maining, the Scots were down 82- 59 and both coaches began to
gradually clear their benches. In
all. 22 players from both teams
took the floor that night.
Once again, the Scots' foul
shooting was poor. The team hit
only 13-2(50 percent) from the
line, putting its season free throw
percentage at 66 percent. Kenyon,
on the other hand, hit 20-2(87
percent) and remained the best
team in the Conference with a season average of
nearly 80 percent.
Wooster's usual rebounding
strength was outdone 59-4mostly
by the Lords' front court men, Dick
Fox and Terry Parmelee. Besides
pulling down 13 rebounds, Parmelee helped out the scoring colum
with 17 points. Fox had 15 rebounds, eight points.
Rich Thompson and Beitzel had
only eight rebounds apiece.
6

Thinclads Shatter
Record

Two-Mil- e

by Paul Meyer

foul-shootin-

g

7

Action was limited for the Scot
indoor track team last week, but
th' small group of Scots that participated in the Knights of Columbus Meet in Cleveland Friday night
produced one school record and
took two places.

The
relay team of
Hugh Ruffing, Wayne Hostetler,
Ron Maltarich and Gary Davis Parmolee
finished third with a time of Fox
Marty
8:10.5, a new school mark.
Dunlop
e

Rinka
Shook
Foster
Finstrom

Ruffing also ran on the mile
relay team that placed fourth with
a time of 3:33.3. Other runners in
his group were Artie Wilson, Brian Johnson
Alexander
Blackwell and Wally Callaway.
TOTALS

"Closest to the Campus'

06

STARK'S

put away 17 of 30 field goal attempts from all around the floor,
and made all eight shots from the
free throw line to boost his tournament foul shooting mark to a' per-fe15 for 15.

3

two-mil-

TRY OUR TENDER
PRESSURE-COOKE- D

an

9

2.

3--

Scot guard Tom Dinger scores

nt

3.

Lynch, in the 1604b. class, was
stopped by Harry Mucklo of Hiram by a score of

Distinctive Dining
Open Daily 10:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.

nt

made it as far as the finals, then
was beaten by Steve Hilbert of
Denison,

PIZZA ONLY

CARRY-OU- T

an

nt

But the efforts of the freshman
jruard from Mansfield were not
enougn to Keep me unnaiancea
deScots from dropping a 98-8cision and their place in the Ohio

28-poi-

31-poi-

Open 'til

Ken-yon-All-Americ-

man-to-ma- n

WOOSTER, OHIO

Phone

by Josh Stroup

n

15th straight year. Ironically, the
last
team to win the
OAC swimming tournament was
the 1953 Wooster team, when the
meets were held in Severance Pool.
Kenyon's point total of 414 was
nearly 100 more than second-plac- e
non-Kenyo-

Spaghetti

As Rinka Stars With 42
34-poi-

...'.vv

Latest Books

By Lords

Doing his best to match the dazzling shooting of
candidate John Rinka, Wooster's Tom Dingperformance in last SaturThe Lords of Kenyon were vie- - er turned in an impressive
the
the
for
in
tonus
tournament,
Tournament clash in Berea.
day's Wooster-Kenyo-

f

Yarn Head Tys

New

Scots Drubbed

Wilson ran the
dash in
:05.6 and placed second in his WOOSTER
heat, but did not make the finals. Beitzel
50-yar-

FG FTA

FT

6
4
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5

9

0

2
5

5
15

17

30

2
3
8

15

FTA

R

6.13

PTS

17

1

15

8

2

11

6

3

2
3

42

8

13

12

0

0

2

4

0
0
0

0

6

0

2

2

2

0

83

20

0
23

3
4
2

1

3

3

0
0
39

1

2

59

0
98

d

This weekend the Scots arc in
Granville for the Ohio Athletic
Conference Meet at Denison. All
BILL MILLER, INC.
13 conference schools except Hei4600 Cleveland Road
delberg are entered in the two-daaffair. Heading into the competiAuthorized
Dealer tion, Wilson leads the Scots in
scoring with 22
points.
y

Thompson
Beeching
Hackenberg
Dinger
Bone
McHargh
Hopkins
Ellis

Kattman
Hughes
TOTALS

81
3
3

1

3

8

13

11

0

0

7

4

17

1

2

6
9

1

5
21

0

0

8

14

8
3
4

13

8

12
10
1011
0

3
2

6

2

1

3

0'

1

34

80

0
0

13

2
8

3

4
4

0
2

0
2

2

0
26

0
47

0

2

0

2

34
5

0

81

